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Description:Looking for a super fun fast easy game, want a funny collection of friendly and

hilarious jokes then:Welcome to TRY NOT TO LAUGH CHALLENGE 7-YEAR-OLD

EDITIONthis game will give a ton of laughs for kids and from that, they will benefit from many

things such as a sense of humor, it helps to develop self-esteem, self-confidence encourages

reading and learning, social skills, solving problem skills...here the rules of try not to laugh

challenge game:bring the player’s friends or family members, get your pencil, prepare your

comedy power.determine who’s the “jokester1” and “jokester2”jokester 1 will hold the book and

read the jokes.pass the book to jokester 2 read jokes.once the round completed score

points.the same thing until round 11, then add all points to find the champion!give to the

champion any gifts!this game for kids family or friends to play together and get tons of laughs!

and can make many memorable moments filled with laugher!if you're searching for a gift,

presents, games, stocking stuffers, or toys on the market, so this joke book will be a great idea

for what are you looking for!chek out our joke books: TRY NOT TO LAUGH CHALLENGE 6, 7,

8, 9, 10, 11, 12 year old

From School Library JournalGrade 2–4—Narrated by a contemporary African-American girl,

this wordy story tries too hard to bridge cultures by making a traditional Chinese custom

acceptable to the child's skeptical black grandmother. At a parade celebrating the Chinese New

Year, Sugar and Grandma watch the dance of a bouncing, colorful dragon whose bright cloth is

held on poles by Daddy, identifiable only by his red shoelaces, and a diverse crew of

community members. After Sugar ties her father's shoelaces, the bumpy dragon finds its

rhythm. While the bright, watercolor paintings convey the dragon's initial clumsiness, much of

the two-dimensional art in the naive style lacks a focal point to attract readers' eyes. The story

of making the dragon dance is a thin metaphor for multiculturalism: "It takes a while to learn to

dance together," Daddy concludes at the end of the parade. The book's didactic message may

be most useful in collections with a need for picture books about Chinese-American and

African-American relations.—Julie R. Ranelli, Kent Island Branch Library, Stevensville,

MDCopyright © Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

--This text refers to the hardcover edition.About the AuthorKay Haugaard studied Art History at

the University of Oregon, then moved to Pasadena, California with her husband. There, she

acquired her Master's degree in Comparative Literature at Occidental College while raising her

three sons who are now grown. Kay still lives in Pasadena where, over the years, she has

written three other books: Myeko's Gift, China Boy, and No Place. The Day the Dragon Danced

was inspired by a Chinese New Year parade that she attended in Monterey Park, California.

Carolyn Reed Barritt received an art degree from Macalester College and worked for 15 years

as a graphic designer and art director in Michigan and Washington State before returning to

her roots in painting and fine art. Carolyn painted the illustrations for The Day the Dragon

Danced while living with her husband as the caretakers and sole winter inhabitants of a small

island at the edge of the North Atlantic. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.From the

Inside FlapSugar and her Grandma are going to the Chinese New Year’s Day parade, but

Grandma is skeptical about New Year’s in February and scary dragons. Sugar has learned all

about what to expect from her teacher Miss Peng, though, and is more than ready to try

dragon beard’s candy and watch her daddy dance in the New Year’s dragon.Finally, after all the



other floats drive by, the huge red and gold dragon pokes his head around the corner and

dances down the street. Sugar tries to remember which shoes are her daddy’s, and realizes

the dragon isn’t dancing so well… Sugar’s quick thinking saves the day and the dragon’s

dance, and everyone in the community is ready to celebrate the new lunar year. As the dragon

dancers emerge from beneath the dragon, Sugar recognizes her neighbors, including

shopkeeper Mr. Chu, barber Mr. Johnson, teacher Mr. Gonzalez, and her own African-

American daddy. Kay Haugaard’s exuberant storytelling and Carolyn Reed Barritt’s equally

colorful and lively paintings perfectly embody truly multicultural celebration of our American

melting pot. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Read more
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TRY NOTTOLAUGHCHALLENGEJOKE BOOK7YEAR OLDEDITION

Silly Fun Kidpublishing© copyright 2020 Silly Fun Kid Publishing-All rights reservedThe content

contained within this book may not be reproduced, duplicated, or transmitted without direct

written permission from the author or publisher

Thank you for choosing Silly Fun KidSilly Fun Kid is a nature comedian, represents the work of

comedian friends, they try to send some happiness to the little stars and make them laugh and

enjoy reading jokes.Copyright © 2020 Silly Fun Kid The content contained within this book may

not be reproduced, duplicated, or transmitted without direct written permission from the author

or publisher.Have a question? please visitsites.google.com/view/sillyfunkid/booksoruse QR

Codeto learn more and send us message.We hope you have a great funny time with this bookif

you like our books please support us with a review this encourages us to do more things .

Try Not To Laugh ChallengeBONUS PLAY!Join our Joke Club and get the Bonus play PDF!

Simply type THIS URL :https://sites.google.com/view/sillyfunkid/free?authuser=0Oruse QR

codeand you will get 20 best Funny jokes!by Silly Fun Kid

Welcome to thetry not laugh challengeHow to play the game?The try not to laugh challenge is

made up of 10 rounds, every round has 2 jesters, each player has a jester, and should make

the second player laugh score to the points.after completing the 10 rounds add all points and

find the winner! “Master”Round 11 : “THE ROUND GIFT”the round 11 is the rounds gift which

is the champion should get a gift!Who can play this game?the try not to laugh challenge is a

super fun fast easy game for the family or friends to play together and get tons of laughs!

Jokester 1Jokester 1

Rules ofthe try laugh challengebring the player’s friends or family members, get your pencil,

prepare your comedy power.determine who’s the “jokester1” and “jokester2”jokester 1 will hold

the book and read the jokes.pass the book to jokester 2 read jokes.once the round completed

score points.the same thing until round 11, then add all points to find the champion!all these

guides you will find on the bottom the pages after.give to the champion any gifts!
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The book by silly fun kid has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 35 people have provided feedback.
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